What do u think of Adam’s letter to this Black African orphaned in one of our “civil wars”; and don’t allow yourself to be distracted by those “English Literature majors” so good at drumming up the “war beat” choosing as part of the “sly English” vocabulary such choice words, “civil war”, as the white man, in particular has gone about in the name of peace and religion, backed mostly by the Roman Catholic church “civilizing” the indigenous peoples of the world to give up their lands, precious mineral resources and the such, accept the rule of the white man’s “rule of law” and then be satisfied with the scraps and when dead prematurely of course, as my eldest brother would say, “to be used in a ‘practical’ for medical students? 

BTW do you still have a copy of Neil’s first poetry book, *Picking up the pieces of yourself*
published in South Africa by my Royal Mater-Mother’s half brother Durban Councilmember Joe Ash in 1972, during the height of the South African Apartheid Regime?

From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]
Sent: Monday, April 21, 2008 4:15 PM
To: mr_rain155@yahoo.com
Cc: ‘Sergio Osuna’
Subject: Friends of Sergio

Hello Rain,

We spoke very briefly a couple of weeks ago during a proud moment for Sergio when he was able to send you needed supplies for your studies and care.

Sergio told me that you were orphaned by civil war in Ghana and how you have helped each other through difficult times. Never before have brothers from around the world been able to communicate so easily, this is a unique time of opportunity!
I grew up with a much different life than you, but I have realized that the easy life that I had here in America was at the expense and blood shed of hard working people like you and Sergio around the world, that have been forced to fight for scraps because of the greed of money cultures like United States backed by the biggest guns and untraceable diamond currency. There is no reason that anyone should be dying of hunger or dehydration, but these resources along with many others have been poorly allocated by a select few that benefit from a division in economic classes.

You are not alone... http://www.just3ants.com

Have you heard of DeBeers?

Most American’s don’t realize that the CIA and the British Secret Service supported Dr. Wouter Basson aka ‘Dr Death’ of South Africa and his experiments to design biological warfare that would specifically target blacks; using kidnapped black South Africans as the test subjects.

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/1926117.stm

Why do you think that Black South African Nelson Mandela kept a copy of the experiments’ results on a CD-ROM and then passed it along to his successor, Thabo Mbeki?

Why didn’t they destroy the information so that no one else could use it to kill black people?

These are the kinds of questions that we are asking people around the world as we expose the ruling elite and provide a security net for all those that are willing to stand tall.

This is a time to stand together and stand tall; every time a person sees us standing up for what is right, it plants a seed in their minds. When they see enough of us, they will grow and stand with us!

May peace be with you,

Adam